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The first step to protecting
your passwords is to create
passwords that are hard to guess.
Criminals will often try to guess
your passwords or use automated
programs to crack your
passwords. Some key points to
creating strong passwords are as
follows:
• Do not use simple words that
can be found in a dictionary.
• Do not use public information
about you, such as your pet’s
name or birthday.
• Do make sure to include in your
password at least one capital
letter, one a number, and one
symbol.
All this may seem hard to
remember, but there is a trick.
Create simple sentences that are
easy to remember but substitute
numbers and symbols for letters.
For example, if you can easily
remember the saying “My favorite
food is chocolate” here is an easy
way to use it as a strong
password.

MyF@v0rit3FoodIsCh0c0l@t3
Here we spelled our sentence
but capitalized the first letter of
every word. In addition, we
replaced ‘a’ with ‘@’, ‘e’ with ‘3’
and ‘o’ with ‘0’. As a result, this
password is very easy to
remember, but very difficult to
guess.
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options, please check with your IT
help desk or information security
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